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2V0-602 Exam Questions:]1.|2019 Latest 2V0-602 Exam Dumps (VCE & PDF) Instant Download:
https://www.braindump2go.com/2v0-602.html2.|2019 Latest 2V0-602 Exam Questions & Answers Instant Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNQnZDZHlKOU5xWm8?usp=sharingNew QuestionA small company

wants to use VMware products for its production systems. The system administrator needs to recommend a solution that will deliver

High Availability to the company's production applications.What is minimum vSphere offering that will support this requirement?A.

   vSphere EssentialsB.    vSphere Essentials PlusC.    vSphere HypervisorD.    vSphere StandardAnswer: BNew QuestionWhich

two options would allow a database administrator, with no access to the vSphere infrastructure, to connect to a virtual machine?

(Choose two.)A.    Use the Virtual Machine Remote Console (VMRC).B.    Use Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) to connect.C.   

Ask the vSphere administrator to grant permission to access the console through vCenter Server.D.    Ask the vSphere administrator

to grant permission to access with the Horizon View Direct Connect Client.Answer: BCNew QuestionA vCenter Operations

Manager 5.7 environment is upgraded to vRealize Operations. After the upgrade, the analytics services fail to start.Which three steps

must be taken to resolve the problem? (Choose three.)A.    Take the vRealize Operations cluster offline.B.    Delete the activity

persistence files.C.    Bring the cluster back online.D.    Remove any unresponsive nodes.E.    Stop the CaSA service.Answer: ABC
New QuestionRefer to the Exhibit. An administrator is analyzing a virtual machine as shown in the Exhibit. What is the current long

term risk for this virtual machine?A.    The virtual machine may run out of memory before April 27.B.    The virtual machine may

continue to function after April 27.C.    The virtual machine has adequate memory configured for operation for the next 120 days.D. 

  The virtual machine has adequate memory reservation configured for operation for the next 120 days.Answer: ANew Question

Which two statements are correct when turning off a Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) Cluster? (Choose two.)A.    The

resource pool hierarchy of the DRS cluster is maintained.B.    The resource pool hierarchy of the DRS cluster is removed.C.    The

affinity settings of the DRS cluster are removed and not maintained when DRS is re-enabled.D.    The affinity settings of the DRS

cluster are maintained when DRS is re-enabled.Answer: BCNew QuestionWhich three operations occur during a cold migration of

a virtual machine? (Choose three.)A.    The virtual machine disks are moved if the datastore is being changed.B.    The virtual

machine is registered with the destination server.C.    The source virtual machine is removed from the old hosts.D.    The virtual

machine hardware is upgraded.E.    The virtual machine files are quiesced prior to the migration.Answer: ABCNew QuestionA

vSphere administrator needs to backup a virtual machine that has a Microsoft SQL Server Database installed.Which solution allows

for an application quiesce to occur during backup?A.    VMware vCenter ConverterB.    VMware vCenter Site Recovery ManagerC. 

  VMware vSphere ReplicationD.    VMware vSphere Data Protection AdvancedAnswer: DNew QuestionWhich three traffic types

are available services options when configuring a vmkernel port? (Choose three.)A.    Provisioning TrafficB.    Virtual Volumes

TrafficC.    vSphere Replication NFC TrafficD.    Virtual SAN TrafficE.    FCoE TrafficAnswer: ACDNew QuestionAn

administrator is installing vCenter Server for an environment that has 40 ESXi 6.x Hosts and 150 virtual machines.Which database

would meet the minimal requirements needed for this task?A.    vFabric PostgresB.    Microsoft SQL Express 2008C.    Microsoft

SQL Server 2014D.    Oracle 11gAnswer: ANew QuestionAn administrator is creating a new Virtual SAN cluster on a Layer 2

network. There is an existing Virtual SAN cluster on the same Layer 2 network.Which two actions would allow the new Virtual

SAN cluster to coexist with the older cluster? (Choose two.)A.    Change the default Multicast Address on the new Virtual SAN

cluster.B.    Change the default Unicast Address on the new Virtual SAN Cluster.C.    Create a separate VLAN for each cluster.D.   

Create an ARP Alias for the Virtual SAN VMkernel Network Adapter.Answer: ACNew QuestionWhat is true about resource pools

created on a Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) cluster?A.    A root resource pool is created with the specified values.B.    A root

resource pool is automatically created using the aggregate total of the ESXi host resources in the cluster.C.    A root resource pool is

automatically created using the aggregate total of all resources in the datacenter.D.    A root resource pool is not needed when

creating resource pools on a DRS cluster.Answer: B!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019 Latest 2V0-602 Exam Dumps (VCE & PDF)
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